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@C_OLDHAM  

@Jimbo_Always I'm going to take much of this conversation in a pdf conversion to The S2 

Project public library (https://thes2project.com/media) by sundown EST today. Mostly 

because it shows and in some ways proves that Federal Fixation, reliance on popular heroes, and

the pull of 'interpretations' of current events makes everything people may know questionable.

Secondly Jimbo. Your- "This whole "They have to be shown" "Q" crud is a ruse." is both 

simultaneously true and false. False in that people need to be shown- some way some how. Like 

one of the stages of grief, Q and Anons supply that. There is a need. Paint stores have white in 

1100 colors to fill a need. So this-or-that thinking should never apply when analyzing facts.

True in that the whole of the Q operations is having people sitting on their fat duffs. That it is 

dangerous to think of the Q "Plan" and the primary plan. And the word "Only' is a dangerous psy-

op tool used too often or mockingbird repeated by the public too often to the point of 'coincidence' 

in many regards. [this-or-that thinking indoctrination.]

Also true in that the grassroots efforts, ourselves, #WeThePeople and efforts like but never 

exclusively The S2 Project is all we can really trust. There are many grassroots efforts & people 

that could be & should be admired.

Another point that @WhiteEagle1927 brings up- It's not everything. Which is correct that we 

don't post novelettes for the limited space. There are more factors involved. I do not think White 

Eagle was referring to collateral damage, the vaxx injured and dead, in war. But there is that.

CC: @JohnDagent @Erinwhile333
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@Jimbo_Always - ATTENTION PATRIOTS!!! PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE COMMENT!!! I know 
that there are a lot of people who still don't want to hear this. I agree with the dark unprecedented reality 
being pointed out in this meme. There is no question about it's truth and it's veracity. But there is also 
another truth to think about that goes hand in hand with this undeniably cruel and inhuman situation. This 
truth exposes and proves that the unimaginable evil that this meme speaks to goes far deeper. Because we 
have to see all sides of every issue to truly understand any issue.

What I want to add to this truth (in all good faith) is that this meme also proves that Donald Trump would 
allow them to do it to us. That Donald Trump had no intention of keeping his promise or fulfilling his oath 
that he gave to the American people.

That Donald Trump would abandon the U.S. merely pretending that his fight isn't over.

While at the same time he would allow for millions of people to be seriously injured and murdered by this 
insidious (and yes) Satanic Talmudic Jewish Manufactured Bio-Weapon.

A leader cannot be so afraid of war that he will allow for millions of good people (across the world) to be 
indiscriminately slaughtered by so many (identifiable) Jewish Genocidal Terrorist Murderers. Jewish 
Terrorists that he is continually fawning over and advocating for.

There is no excuse for the Chief Executive of the United States to fail to make certain that an untested, 
EXPERIMENTAL, fake vaccine, could ever be released into the world population in a clear and 
unconscionable effort to depopulate the Earth. Especially when it is The Presidents job to be our last line of 
defense.

No good leader (no good human being) who has a functioning conscience would even think to abandon his 
people like Donald Trump has clearly abandoned us. This whole "They have to be shown" "Q" crud is a 
ruse. It's another in a long line of Jewish Supremacist Grifts that are designed to get people who would 
otherwise stand up and fight for what is right, to stand down and keep foolishly waiting for a cavalry to 
come that absolutely has no intention of arriving.

We must never forget that this so called "Leader" Donald Trump went so far as to relentlessly SOAP BOX 
and SHILL for Jewish controlled Big Pharma and their Bio-Weapon. Calling it a "Beautiful Vaccine" while 
calling himself "The Father of that Vaccine". Just to make sure that many more far too trusting and gullible 
human beings would listen to his call and volunteer to have their DNA Genetically Modified and in turn 
have their lives destroyed. Please ask yourself... what is wrong with this clear picture?

We as a people cannot ignore this reality any longer. Lest we lose everything that makes us human in the 
first place. Yes, God is in control. But we still have to fight for what is right. "The Lord helps those who 
help themselves." We must stand up.

What I am presenting to you is the real undeniable unprecedented evil that we should never forget.

You have to ask yourself, what if from the beginning "The Plan" was to frighten and deceive people into 
taking a poison that they believed would keep them safe from a flu that (still) has a 99.8% survival rate? 
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What if part of "The Plan" was to put a "leader" in place who would be able to fool as many people as 
possible into believing the he had the their best interests at heart?

But all the while that leader was leading the people down a primrose path to their deaths and their 
destruction? Guiding them into death with a big, dumb, evil, Judas Goat clown, smile on his face.

We must no longer ignore this trap that humanity has fallen into just because we longed for a leader who 
would actually love us, and want what is best for us, and not want what was best for {{{THEM}}}.

We must remember that putting our trust, putting our faith, putting our lives, in the hands of filthy rich men 
can (not only) bring about our untimely deaths. But that blind faith can bring about a collective fate that is 
worse than death for those who will survive. No honest, true, strong, unwavering, LEADER would ever 
think to abandon his people in their gravest hour of need.

Nobody (most especially) no true Patriot wakes up all at once. Waking up from the spirit of slumber is done
incrementally. Waking up is a life long endeavor. True PATRIOTS are capable of modifying their point of 
view, and in turn they are capable of changing their strategy, as new information comes to light. War is 
fluid. Like the oceans the current of war is ever changing.
·

Important links for this conversation; 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BgnVSBwZzQV3/

Jimbo_Always@Jimbo_Always
·Trump Warriors 6·8h

@JohnDagent name your preferred candidate @JohnDagent. Let’s examine your resolve.

It’s a simple request. Stand up. Put it out there. I’d bet you’d still be a Bush man or even

Reagan (the man that broke the wall and unleashed 1/2 a nation of Communist, 

Socialists, Marxists, etc into East Germany.) Put it out there. Maybe DeSantis that 

recently gave his Heath General Broad Emergency Powers. Put it out there
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JohnDagent@JohnDagent
·Trump Warriors 6·2 reposts·7h
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@Jimbo_Always - You are still trying to vote in a Illegal and Unconstitutional DE FACTO 

Government system. You can't win in a system that is designed to work against your 

best interests. Nobody that {{{THEY}}} put out there in the forefront to lead is going to

change the plan to destroy America and enslave the world. That was what Trump ran on 

in 2016. "Vote for me because I'm not one of {{{THEM}}}." But he was lying. TRUMP IS 

one of {{{THEM}}} Haven't you figured that out YET?

Like
ReplyRepost
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Jimbo_Always@Jimbo_Always
·Trump Warriors 6·7h

@JohnDagent LOL, I’ve had a good life thus far. Society of most types will also use my 

trade and skills. Biz & Economics has served me & my family well. Grassroots thinking is

key.
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ReplyRepost
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JohnDagent@JohnDagent
·Trump Warriors 6·Edited·4 reposts·7h

@Jimbo_Always - So when you were in college studying Biz and Economics. Did they 

teach you about the illegal and unconstitutional USURY monetary system that JEWISH 

INTERNATIONALISTS have yoked the American people under since 1913? Did they teach 

you that the USURY MONETARY SYSTEM is what created the bogus multi-trillion dollar 

U.S. National debt? Did they teach you that the U.S. Dollar is WORTHLESS FIAT 

CURRENCY?

I could go on.

But just because you had a good life doesn't mean that you were actually doing good...
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All things considered... It only looked and even felt like you were doing good. Your huge 

success most especially doesn't mean that the American people were doing good at all.

Yoked into servitude by usurious debt to evil Jewish Internationalists to the tune of 

hundreds of trillions of dollars for over a century and still counting. The fortune you 

made didn't actually belong to you. Your fortune isn't worth the paper it was printed on. 

While technically (because your nation is imprisoned in usurious debt) your property 

doesn't belong to you either.

Every dollar that came in your paycheck was representative of a USURIOUS MULTI-

TRILLION DOLLAR DEBT that by the design of usury is mathematically impossible for the 

people to ever repay to the FEDERAL RESERVE BANK (a private Corporation) that the 

U.S. National Debt is owed to. That is the system you are casting your vote in. It's a 

system of control and abject serfdom debt slavery of the people. If you truly understand 

finances then you should know this.

You don't want to admit it. But I can be a much better friend and fellow American to you 

then Trump or all the rest of those lying Satanist clowns in Washington DC could ever be.

Read more
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Erinnwhile333@Erinwhile333
·Trump Warriors 6·1 repost·6h

@JohnDagent @Jimbo_Always "fractional reserve currency" school didnt teach it but I 

found it anyway.
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@phil_free
·Trump Warriors 6·3h

@Erinwhile333 @JohnDagent @Jimbo_Always ..

And by Central Bank, he means the “Federal Reserve”.

Some of the richest people on the planet - big money players - were on the Titanic, and 

they were all against the idea of a U.S. ‘Central Bank’.

We all know how well that Titanic voyage went. The deaths of all the big money players 

was what allowed Them to finally get away with their plan. Months after the Titanic sank - 

with the objectors gone - the Federal Reserve was created.

Razorblade Toothbrush@Razorblade_Toothbrush
··Trump Warriors 6·1h

@Erinwhile333

LMAO, as if they would uphold the note's value if you try to claim it's value in metal.
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Invest instead in fractional bars or goldbacks. The metal is there in your hand.

@JohnDagent @Jimbo_Always
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ReplyRepost
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Razorblade Toothbrush@Razorblade_Toothbrush
··Trump Warriors 6·1h

@Jimbo_Always

My preferred candidate is my gun, Mr. Diejew.

There is no political solution, this ends in blood.

@JohnDagent
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ReplyRepost
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Jimbo_Always@Jimbo_Always
·Trump Warriors 6·9h

@JohnDagent I highly doubt I’ll get a answer. It’ll be more of what’s wrong w/ everyone 

else I presume

Like
ReplyRepost
···

JohnDagent@JohnDagent
·Trump Warriors 6·Edited·5 reposts·8h

@Jimbo_Always - That's absolutely not correct. I am only speaking the truth in regards to

what is obviously wrong about Trump. My post is rational, lucid, and full of undeniable 

facts about Trump. My comment is all about Trump and his Jewish masters. It has 

nothing to do with you or anybody else. Trump screwed over a lot of good people and a 
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lot of good families. Especially when Trump started shamelessly promoting the Bio-

Weapon by calling it safe and effective and (like he said) "Possibly the greatest 

achievement in the history of mankind."

Trump tricked a lot of good people into volunteering to take the poison and in turn 

irreversibly modifying their DNA Helix with a mRNA Spike Protein Bio-Weapon. I didn't 

even add the undeniable truth in regards to how Trump could have pardoned the J6 

prisoners. But he left them there to rot under the illegal and unconstitutional Patriot Act. 

Did you see the list of people that Trump DID pardon? Some of them were some pretty 

sketchy scumbags. Your support of Trump is highly dangerous to our nation. Especially 

at this time in human history.

Read more
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Jimbo_Always@Jimbo_Always
·Trump Warriors 6·8h

@JohnDagent well stop reposting my posts w/ comments. I’m actually a Christian and 

don’t believe all Jews are bad. There are atheist Jews as well as believers. I group no 

peoples into one group. Another thing, Trump didn’t realize he couldn’t fill his cabinet w/ 

honest people but he did expose them all. Hate him or love him you’d be talking about 

Hillary Clinton. That’s absolute fact. Good night
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ReplyRepost
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JohnDagent@JohnDagent
·Trump Warriors 6·Edited·2 reposts·8h

@Jimbo_Always - I have the right to speak my mind on this platform. Are you going to 

censor me because I don't agree with you? The bottom line is you are both wrong about 
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TRUMP and you are also wrong about the JEWS. A Christian that has studied the bible 

should know that the JEWS are born from the Serpent Seed of Satan. That is why Jesus 

Christ called the Jews "The Synagogue of Satan." Jesus didn't say some of the Jew are 

bad... Jesus Christ warned us that all of the Jews are bad.

Like
ReplyRepost
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Jimbo_Always@Jimbo_Always
·Trump Warriors 6·8h

@JohnDagent Run along now son. Yep, I’m shutting you down on my TL. I’m sure you’ll 

continue trying to discredit me but in reality you absolutely do not have that power over 

me. Take your world of hate somewhere else other than my TL. Happy New Year Son

Like
ReplyRepost
···

John_S_Dagent@John_S_Dagent
·Trump Warriors 6·Edited·2 reposts·7h

@Jimbo_Always @JohnDagent - At this point you have proven that you're definitely not 

an American patriot. Because you run away from verifiable facts like a gatekeeper. You 

are also NOT a truth teller. Because truth you don't like makes you angry. So you call 

what makes you mad a lie. I don't have to discredit you... You discredit yourself. By 

believing in and/or willfully spreading the liesf the American peoples USURIOUS JEWISH 

slave owners that Donald Trump has always proudly represented.

You're a child throwing a temper tantrum because I exposed how misguided and under-

educated you actually are. You won't debate me because you can't debate me. You can tell 

that you'll lose an open and honest debate against me. It's easy to see that you hate to lose 

face. Even when you're dead wrong about something that you need to know. So you're 

running away from me as fast as you can... Kiddo.
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Everything that I have posted into your timeline is true and verifiable information.

You ignore it all at your own peril. You blew a fuse because I wouldn't just belly up to your 

misguided misinformation and treat you like you know exactly what you're talking about. When 

you REALLY don't know what you're talking about. When people think like you do (because of 

their lack of knowledge) that's what is making it possible for the De Facto U.S. Government to 

feel safe enough and to feel free enough to literally endeavor to kill us all now.

Trump proudly takes full credit for a deadly mRNA Spike Protein BIO-Weapon being released 

onto the Earth by JEWS (who are his own slave masters) and you still want to suck on the 

seditious bastards Anthony Weiner. Trump IS Israel FIRST! He is NOT America FIRST.

You're so close to colluding with the genocidal jackass Trump that it's really quite disturbing.

You're pathetic. You're the little boy. A spoiled little boy. You're looking for a any leader like a 

feral kitten searches for it's next meal. You're not acting like a man. You're acting like a YES 

MAN. A YES MAN STOOGE! Wake up!

If you cared about the real truth... then you would have discussed our differing opinions like a 

man who cares about the truth. Instead you ran away like a small boy and you took your 

whiffle ball with you. If you really cared about America then you wouldn't behave like this. If 

you cared about America (I MEAN REALLY CARED ABOUT AMERICA) then you would know 

that there is information that you are unaware of that could definitely help you. That is the truth 

for all of us.

But in your mind you're running a popularity contest and you want to be the big kitten on your 

block. I wasn't trying to discredit you... I wasn't trying to hurt you. I wasn't trying to embarrass 

you. I was trying to help you to understand something that you desperately need to know. But 

you don't want to know it. You're acting just like a newbie Alex Jones truther who's stuck in 

cognitive dissonance mode but you don't know it.

I am obviously far more well read and well researched on this monumentally important subject 

matter. I have over 31 years of independent research under my belt kiddo. How much time 
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have you sacrificed for the cause? I could have helped you understand some hard truths that if

you had the strength of character to just be open minded... I would have helped you to be 

more capable to help other Americans who are not unlike you and I.

After all. Isn't that supposed to be the real reason why we are all here? You still need to wake 

up. It's not a crime to be where you're at. Unless you're doing it on purpose. But you couldn't 

possibly know everything that there is to know about the NWO. Nobody does. But after the 

over three decades that I have been doing this kind of work, I know I could have helped you 

get to the next level. But you don't want that. You CANNOT learn what you don't understand 

because you're too worried about being discredited. Grow Up. You are no good to anyone like 

this. Especially to yourself and your family. Wake up already. 

END
For more on this conversation visit Gab.com.

The S2 Project is not a news agency or newsletter. We are an American think tank and action group for 
solutions to the political problems facing our nation as a strategic asset to local communities so they may  
bring back freedom in full where they live. Our Founder ( @C_OLDHAM  above)  and current National 
Commander works for our membership, not our membership working for a National Commander as we are 
a Republic in organization of volunteers. For more, visit https://thes2project.com/home .
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